IMPORTANT CONTACT NUMBERS
EMERGENCY ANIMAL RESCUE (24 HR): 07817 995751
Cat rehoming:
Dog rehoming:

01271 323740 (Mrs Pauline Bussell, Chairperson)
01271 860376 (Mr Chris Steer)

Treasurer:

01271 861212 (Mrs Jen Colenso)
Huilmarsh, Yelland Quay, West Yelland, Barnstaple EX31 3HB

Secretary:

01271 345563 / Mobile 07855 386526 (Mrs Amy Hasler)

Special Care Unit:
Animal Collection

01598 760638 (Mrs Cherry Durbin)
01598 740603 (Mrs Diana Lewis – Ambulance Driver)

Shop News
The three shops have been very busy over the past months. We’re lucky to receive a great
quantity of donated goods that have to be sorted and priced, a very time consuming
activity for the volunteers who generously give their time at the shops. Thank you all for
your efforts, the NDAA shops are certainly very successful and always in demand by
customers searching for bargains.
NDAA shop opening times:
Monday to Friday:
Saturdays:
Saturdays:

9.30am to 4pm (all shops)
Barnstaple and Bideford close at 3pm
Braunton stays open until 4pm

P O S T AL
ADDRESS
North Devon
Animal Ambulance
C/o Market Veterinary Centre
River View Commercial Centre
Riverside Road
Pottington
Barnstaple EX31 1QN

£££ 100 CLUB £££
It’s a great way to help local animals and
places are still available for just £5 per
month by standing order. You’ll then be
entered into our draw (last Friday of the
month) for a £100 prize. Please contact
the treasurer for your application form.

RECENT WINNERS
December 2009:
43 – Mrs L Watson
January 2010:
66 – Mrs J McPhee
February 2010:
84 – Mrs J Lefevere

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Sunday 28 March – First Anniversary Open Day at our Special Care Unit,
Market Veterinary Centre, Riverside Road, Pottington. See separate ad in this
issue for details.

Saturday 3 April – Diana, Pauline and the Animal Ambulance will be at
Barnstaple Pannier Market for the day with some small pets. We look forward
to discussing your pets’ needs and giving advice.

Friday 2 April – we’ll be at Green Lanes Shopping Centre all day. Please
come and visit us for a chat with our volunteers, advice or help with any pets
or other animals.

Saturday 10 April – Family Dog Show at Hidden Valley Caravan Park,
West Down – see separate ad in this issue for details.
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Maxi’s rescue
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Volunteer profile:
Pauline Bussell
FREE dog neutering
during May 2010
And MUCH more ...

DONATION SLIP
Week by week and month by month our work continues. Can you make a regular donation that is secure funding for us? Standing Orders are a
safe, cost effective and easy way to make a regular donation towards saving animals. Regular monthly donations enable us to plan ahead and
also respond rapidly to calls for assistance and help with rescuing animals. If you already have a Standing Order with us – THANK YOU. If you
would like to set one up please contact the treasurer at the above telephone number/address. If you are a standard taxpayer please also
complete the form below in full including your signature. We can then reclaim the tax on your donation as Gift Aid (25p for every £1 donated).
NORTH DEVON ANIMAL AMBULANCE – REGISTERED CHARITY NO. 1106314

I / We enclose a donation in the sum of £…………… for the North Devon Animal Ambulance (please make cheques payable to NDAA)

Name: ………………………………………………………..
Address: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………..

Postcode: …………………………………………………………………………….

Please tick this box if you are a standard taxpayer and would like the Charity to treat all donations that you make on, or after the date below, as gift
aid donations unless you notify otherwise. Please note that you should notify the Charity if you do not pay an amount of tax at least equal to the tax
deducted from your donations.

Signed: ………………………………………………………..

Dated: ……………./………………………/………………

Puppies galore... see page 8
NEWS ● Loads of gorgeous animals ● Diana’s spring report ● Events

WELCOME

GUIDE DOGS FOR
BLIND DOGS!

Spring’s here, and with it a new look
to the NDAA newsletter and four
extra pages which means more
stories than ever about the great
work the charity does for wild and
domestic animals in North Devon.

When friends of an elderly lady who’d
died took on her old disabled dog, they
had no idea just how much care she’d
need. Emily, a dear old spaniel, was
blind, deaf, suffering from a mammary
tumour, lacking in confidence whenever
she was taken outside her own garden,
and incontinent due to the stress of
losing her home and owner. When her
kind, and very patient, temporary carers
reluctantly decided that they couldn’t
keep her, they called the NDAA. At that
point it looked as if she’d either have to
be put to sleep or that a very special
carer indeed would have to be found ...

As we come out of the cold, dark
days of another winter, what could
capture the spirit of the NDAA’s
work better than our cover picture of
volunteer Leonie McColl and three
of Widget’s mischievous pups. It’s
just one of the many heart warming
stories in this issue: a cat reunited
with its owners after being trapped in
a cavity wall for weeks; the miracle
of blind and deaf Emily and her new
helper; and so much more...
Over the last couple of years we’ve
worked hard to build the newsletter
and make it better and more
enjoyable. It’s certainly one of the
most satisfying things that I do as a
freelance copywriter. I know that
ND A A v ol u n te e r s ge t h uge
satisfaction from the results of their
work; it’s the same for me and I
always look forward to ‘newsletter
time’ or days out with Diana Lewis
and the ambulance.
If there’s one thing that consistently
strikes me about the NDAA’s work,
it’s how every animal rescue success
also has a tangible effect on the wellbeing of people. Never let it be said
that animal charity such as this is a
misdirection of resources that should
be channelled to helping people.
Your financial donations and
practical support for the NDAA help
North Devon people as well as
animals every day of the year. □

Recalling the day she collected Emily,
Diana Lewis admits to feeling
overwhelmed with despair. ‘All I could
think about was how Emily needed more
than just a new owner – she needed a
saint.’
Putting her to sleep was untenable

As Emily cowered in the ambulance
with her, so trusting and hopeful, Diana
knew she couldn’t put the bereaved
spaniel into the NDAA kennels. Emily
would never cope; yet putting her to
sleep without trying to solve the problem
was untenable.
Six phone calls later, Diana hit the right
number – Cherry Durbin’s. ‘ I told
Cherry that I was desperate to give this
dear old dog a chance because she’d
gone through so much heartache. And as
always, Cherry had the answer – her
daughter Helen, also one of our
dedicated volunteers, would care for
Emily in her own quiet home.
With this solution arranged, Emily and
Diana drove to Helen’s home. Before
Diana had left the house, Emily was

already lying by the fire with Helen’s
little terrier, Honey.
‘As I drove away,’ says Diana, ‘I just
prayed for this to work...’
A life of luxurious retirement

Eight months later and following untold
amounts of patience, kindness, love, and
many vet visits, Emily is leading a life of
luxurious retirement with Helen and
Honey. Her incontinence is a thing of
the past and her mammary tumour has
been removed with veterinary surgery.
Emily’s blindness and deafness was
nothing the NDAA could solve, but
Honey the terrier has that covered In
their amazing bonding, the improbable
canine duo have worked out all Emily’s
problems. Take descending the stairs for
example, where Honey slowly goes first,
supporting Emily’s weight. And on
walks, Emily takes the lead in her mouth
and allows Honey to gently lead her
round the park with both of them
sniffing and behaving like ‘normal’
dogs. They’ve even become minor
celebrities in South Molton where they
are known as ‘guide dogs for blind
dogs’.
So much joy for everyone

They say the very elderly and the very
young bond more easily than the ‘inbetweenies’. ‘I’ve never seen a better or
more heart-catching example than this,’
says Diana as she fights back a tear, ‘and
it was yet another lesson to us all that we
should never give up.’
She’s right: here is a case where first
appearances indicated only the slimmest
chance of success, but where the
eventual outcome has given Diana and
the rest of the NDAA team so much joy
at seeing Emily get a chance of
happiness in her retirement. □

N D A A
volunteer
profile
Pauline Bussell
For the last four years, as so many readers
will know, the NDAA’s chairperson has
been Pauline Bussell. Visitors to her home
know how it is packed with animals and
how animals have always been a part of
her life – hardly surprising for a Devon girl
who grew up oh a farm, married a vet and
was involved with North Devon’s favourite
animal rescue charity from its inception…
After starting her married life in Crediton,
Pauline and her husband Norman moved to
Barnstaple in 1975, before buying their
house in Venn Road where, for many
years, the couple ran a successful
veterinary practice and Pauline set up a
cattery.
One of our staunchest supporters
Norman passed away last year after a long
illness, but Pauline continues with her
cattery – helped by her son Tim. In July
2003 she kindly allocated space on her
premises for the NDAA to build its own
unit. The Misty Unit opened in September
2006.
Pauline has been one of the charity’s
staunchest NDAA supporters since it was

NORTH DEVON ANIMAL
AMBULANCE FAMILY DOG
SHOW
Saturday 10 April 2010
Hidden Valley Caravan Park
West Down
Ilfracombe EX34 8NU

Al Hidden

By kind permission of Dawn & Martin Fletcher

Editor

Fun classes with rosettes and
prizes to 4th place
All 1st Prize winners compete for
Best in Show Cup
Donated goods for sale
Micro-chipping for £10
Pet advice

Entries from 11.30 a.m. on the day
Dog Show starts 12.30 p.m.
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founded in 2003. Over the years she’s
been a great support to Diana by helping
during countless difficult rescues and at
the dozens of talks and meetings that
Diana attends each year.
She also
organises donated goods for jumble sales
and accompanies Mick Lewis on his
weekly rounds to distribute the donated
goods that keep three NDAA charity
shops well stocked. There’s no end to
Pauline’s
commitm en t
and
resourcefulness – during the recent ‘big
freeze’ she even provided vital 4x4
support for the NDAA with her trusty
Toyota Land Cruiser.
Looking after the NDAA mascots
As anyone who has ever visited will
attest, Pauline’s home has become a
valued space for the NDAA cattery unit
as well as for the many small animals,
such as guinea-pigs, rabbits, hamsters
and caged birds, that are awaiting rehoming. And then there are several
horses and ponies that we couldn’t
rehome anywhere else, most recently JoJo and Tilly (see feature on page 9). And
of course, Pauline looked after our old
mascot, Misty the pony, until his death at
the age of 40. Now she cares for his
successor, Shadow the golden Labrador.
Thank you for everything Pauline
As well as all the charity’s animals on
her premises, Pauline (left, below with
Diana Lewis) has several of her own
ponies, two other rescue dogs, Max and
Snoopy, her daughter’s dog Snow (a
Staffie, also known as ‘Pig’), 12 rescue
cats, and ex-battery hens, ducks and
geese. Life is never dull or slow in the
Bussell household! Thank you Pauline
from all the team and our many
supporters for years of hard work and
commitment [and a great cup of tea and a
piece of cake in your kitchen – Ed]. □

ANIMALS FOR
ADOPTION
In the past we’ve tried to keep up-todate with the selection of animals for
rehoming on our website. Now we’re
making a small change – but we’ve
still got loads of lovely kitties needing
good family homes...
The cats in particular come in and are
oft en a dopt ed ver y qui ckl y,
sometimes faster than their picture
can be put online. In future we’ll
place cats on the website where the
animal has special or unusual
rehoming needs.
Cats

If you would like to rehome a cat or
kitten, we nearly always have a full
unit full of felines that are eager for
adoption – please ring us if you can
offer a good family home to one (or
more). Call our chairperson, Pauline
Bussell on 01271 323740 to make an
appointment to come and meet them.
This will ensure both you and your
prospective cat will be happy
together. (All animal rehoming is also
subject to a satisfactory NDAA home
check.)
Rabbits & Guinea Pigs

Too often, we have a vast selection of
rabbits and guinea pigs that need new
homes through no fault of their own –
they are just ‘no longer wanted’.
Pauline cares for these too, and she
can tell you what animals are
available for adoption.
Dogs

We’re very lucky that many of the
dogs that needed a new start have
found new families. This is mainly
thanks to the efforts of Chris and Julia
Steer who take so many of your calls
and try to match dogs with the people
who contact them. Thanks also go to
the North Devon residents who offer
wonderful homes for so many of these
dogs. However as with the cats,
rabbits and guinea pigs, we’re still
taking in large numbers of dogs so
please telephone Chris or Julia on
01271 860376 if you can offer love,
companionship and a secure future for
the, often sad and confused, dogs they
are looking after. □
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ideal, and easier, for us to be introduced
when we’re young so we can grow up
together.
NDAA: If people are going to breed
rabbits they should think things
through.
If you’re going to breed us, please remember
that our females are good mothers – but not
when disturbed. If this happens, and they
feel unhappy or threatened, they may kill
their babies. It really is better not to breed
from our girls unless you’re sure of finding
suitable homes or prepared to keep any baby
bunnies yourself.
NDAA: What about handling?
BUNNY: Like humans, rabbits need to be
handled gently and carefully. If you do this
from when we’re young we’ll always be
friendly and happy little pets and keen to
interact with you. Here’s how to handle us:
1. Pick us up gently but firmly by holding
us underneath and just behind our front
legs while you support our hind legs.

BUNNY TALKS
We all love rabbits. With their soft fur,
cute twitching noses and fabulous
long ears they seem to bring out an
irresistible urge to stroke them. From
tiny ‘palm-sized’ rabbits to 20-pound
‘bruisers’, there’s a bunny to suit
everyone. We got our own ‘Doctor
Doolittle’ to ask a typical pet rabbit
for advice to help you keep your pet
healthy and get the most pleasure
from it…
NDAA: Why do so many of you get
rehomed?
BUNNY: Rabbits like me are often signed
over to the NDAA for rehoming. It’s usually
because we’ve been doing what we do best
[making babies] – or because our owner has
outgrown us. We don’t really understand
that; if puppies can be for life, why not us
rabbits?
NDAA: It’s best if one or both rabbits
have been neutered isn’t it?
BUNNY: Males and females shouldn’t be
kept together unless we’ve both are neutered
(the best solution for the health of both
rabbits). At very least, the male rabbit should
have been, er, ‘done’.
NDAA: Everyone knows rabbits like
to live together...
BUNNY: Oh yes! Having taken basic
’family planning’ precautions, you can keep
two females or two males together. And of
course, several of us will live happily
together in a little community. We’re very
sociable, as you’ll have seen when we’re out
in the fields. We love to live together; it’s
10 NDAA Newsletter Spring 2010

2. Rest us comfortably in your arm.
3. Stroke us continuously and reassure us.
4. Repeat regularly. Lovely…
NDAA: That makes sense; now tell us
about feeding.
BUNNY: First of all, we need a varied diet,
NOT just rabbit pellets. And fresh water at
ALL times. An unlimited supply of good hay
should make up the bulk of our diet, plus
fresh fruit or vegetables every day: carrot,
dandelion (flower and leaves), raspberry
leaves, kale, dark-leaved lettuce, radish tops,
sprouts, broccoli leaves and stems, apple,
peach, tomatoes or strawberries. We’ll
welcome any of these, together with
occasional apple tree twigs to gnaw on so we
can keep our teeth worn down.
NDAA: And what about bedtime?
BUNNY: Hay’s nice for our sleeping
quarters with more hay, newspaper or clean
quality shavings for our living area. You
can teach some of us to use little trays that
can be taken out and emptied easily once
we’ve selected our preferred toilet area.
We’re clean and fastidious pets and really
only get dirty if you don’t provide the
facilities we require. Some of us are even
house pets and happily use a little tray for all
our toilet needs (rather like cats, but with
bigger ears…and we don’t eat fish...)
NDAA: How can we help you keep fit?
BUNNY: We’re happiest when we can get
out and run around on a nice day, maybe
with a bit of grazing on your lawn (and in
your flower beds if you let us run loose!)
Our biggest gripe is that manufacturers of
rabbit hutches continue to design unsuitable

housing that doesn’t give us room to stand
up. You must have seen us standing on our
back legs to wash our faces; too often we’re
left in a squat little hutch barely a few inches
higher than our backs. Ouch!
NDAA: What would be better?
BUNNY: It would be lovely if we could
have a hutch at least 24 inches (60cm) high.
Ideally the hutch should be at least three feet
long by 18 inches wide (100cm x 45cm) for
one medium rabbit – bigger if possible. It’s
hard work being housed 24 hours a day,
every day, when by nature we’re used to
running around. We love it if a run can be
attached to the front of our hutch, extending
out about six feet (2m) so we can get outside
each day. Obviously, we won’t want to go
out in wet, cold windy weather, or even in
too much sun, unless adequate shade is
provided. Alternatively owners could buy
(or build) us two-storey accommodation
with a ground level where we can run around
on grass and a ramp up to our living
quarters. Now that’s what I call classy
living!
NDAA: How do we check that you’re
healthy?
BUNNY: Owners should give us a healthcheck at least once a week. Check our nails
in case they’re getting too long; too little
exercise makes them grow long and
uncomfortable. Check our teeth as well, to
make sure they’re not too long as this will
stop us eating properly. Checking bottoms
is, er, vital too. Sometimes we can be a bit
‘damp and dirty’ down below; in the
summer this will attract blowflies that lay
eggs that hatch and then the larva eat into
our flesh. Yuck! With a good diet this
shouldn't occur. Vets can give advice and
treatment to prevent this and also vaccinate
us against myxamatosis, a horrible disease
affecting wild rabbits that can spread to us
too.
So there it is, straight from the bunny’s
mouth. Constant care is essential if your
rabbit is to stay fit, happy and contented.
Rabbits can live for years, so the
commitment of bringing them into your
family deserves careful thought. Quite often
the novelty wears off as other interests
become the focus and rabbits are left
abandoned at the end of the garden in a tiny
house in all weathers – only being cleaned
every now and then by a pressured parent
with little time to spare.
If you decide to welcome one or more
rabbits as a family pet we hope you
have many hours of fun and enjoyment.
Naturally, the NDAA is happy to offer
advice and help so please contact Diana
Lewis or Pauline Bussell for advice –
of course, you’ll talk to a real person, not
a human-speaking rabbit… □
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FREE dog
neutering in
May 2010
Over the last few months the NDAA has
been concerned by the many litters of
puppies coming into its care. Luckily,
and thanks to the kindness of the North
Devon public, we’ve been able to rehome all the puppies.

The benefits of neutering

There are many benefits from neutering
your pet dog. For the boys it can help
with their temperament; castrated dogs
are much more relaxed and even
tempered. It also prevents prostate
problems in later life. Uncastrated dogs
are much more likely to get prostate
tumours and ‘waterworks trouble’ as
they grow older.

For the girls, it means no mess around
the house when your bitch is in season.
And as they grow older, unneutered
bitches are more prone to mammary
tumours and pyometra, a womb
It’s difficult to keep an eye on your dogs infection that can kill quite quickly.
24 hours a day. It’s bad enough when
the boys want to be out searching for It couldn’t be easier
ladies; you should also be aware that If your dog lives in the North Devon
when your beloved bitch decides she area, it couldn’t be easier to get it
wants a boyfriend there’s unlikely to be neutered and start enjoying all the
any stopping her either!
benefits that this brings for both of you.
Because this is so important, the North
Bitches can be extremely sneaky, agile
Devon Animal Ambulance is offering a
and fast – as can a visiting dog (or
no questions asked, FREE neutering
dogs). You only have to turn your back
service for anyone’s dog during May
for a couple of minutes and the deed can
2010. If you’d like to take advantage of
be done! Whilst the vet can give your
this offer, please contact us through our
bitch a misalliance injection if this has
website or phone 01598 740603 for
happened, your life will be much easier
advice and details about booking your
if you arrange for your dog or bitch to
dog’s appointment at one of our
be neutered. Your vet can advise on the
veterinary practices. □
best time to do this.

COMING SOON...
As we go to print here’s a bit of
information on a case that Diana and
Pauline have been involved in recently.
The NDAA has taken into care a number of very
traumatised and unsocialised dogs. These are
currently in our kennels and with fosterers for
socialising and personal loving care. The dogs,
which don’t currently know the meaning of ’collar
and lead’, are prone to panic and aren’t house
trained, so they’ll need a lot of time, patience and
love.
Although not aggressive, all the dogs are terrified

of everything. The people caring for them have
been specially selected and are making slow but
steady progress. Three dogs now accept a collar
and lead without panic; one is actually walking on
its lead. All can now be stroked safely – four of
them actually come forward to be fussed. Two are
even doing so well that they’re in special homes.
All have been neutered, vaccinated and healthchecked by the NDAA and its vets.
This will be a long job for the NDAA but one that
will give us all a huge feeling of the charity’s
worth. Watch out for another progress report in
our summer issue – and news of what we hope will
be a happy ending to the massive job that has only
just begun. □

one Monday. Thinking that the machine
needed a new bag, he opened it – and found
a little mouse settled comfortably into its
newly-made nest. Not a happy mouse either,
as its lie-in had been disturbed and it now
faced the prospect of being rehoused.

Hello ‘Miele Mouse’
The vacuum cleaner in the cattery overflow
room just wouldn’t work properly when
Mick Lewis went to do the morning chores
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk

After taking a picture, quick-thinking Mick
gently moved the little mouse from her
nesting material and put her in the
greenhouse where she was welcome to stay
if she wanted to. Next time she needs to be
more careful about reading the wording on
the outside of any cleaner she’s considering
as a possible home. Not only was it
unsuitable living accommodation, but it was
also a Miele Cat & Dog vacuum cleaner! □

BRAVEHEART
CHIPPY
A horrible smell, a pretty, but grotesquelytwisted head and a foreleg trapped in her cat
collar. That was the bizarre scene that met the
owners of tiny six-month-old Chippy when, after
being missing for nearly two weeks, the black
and white kitten returned to their doorstep.
Here’s what happened next...
The smell that
Chippy’s owners
noticed came from a
terrible suppurating
wound where the
collar had cut
through muscles
and tendons to the
bone. They rushed
her to the vets but
couldn’t afford the
extensive surgery and treatment she needed; that
was when the vets asked if the NDAA would
cover the cost of saving Chippy’s life.
Despite lots of pain and distress, brave Chippy
(seen above with NDAA volunteer Lisa) came
through her operation and treatment well. A few
days later she was ready to go home. Only later
would she return to the vets for her 27 stitches to
be removed.
Chippy’s owners were visibly shocked when
they arrived to collect her and saw her terrible
scar and stitches. Sadly, they found it impossible
to cope with her appearance and asked for her to
be signed over to the NDAA for rehoming.
This sad, but not infrequent reaction to anything
less than beautiful perfection is an unfortunate
sign of the times – this little kitten is the
sweetest, most loving little creature and has no
idea that her temporary disfigurement is so
upsetting to some. With their unconditional
friendliness and devotion, animals show us again
and again that they don’t see disfigurement,
ugliness or anything unusual about humans who
often exhibit these characteristics. It’s a shame
that more humans can’t do the same in return.
At the time of writing, Chippy remains with us
and is looking for someone special to offer her a
loving, safe future. Please call 07817 995751 if
you’re the one.
If you’d like to have your cat microchipped,
please make an appointment with your vet or
contact Pauline Bussell at the NDAA’s cattery
unit – on 01271 323740. We only charge £10 –
that’s much less than a vet’s bill for a collarrelated injury! What’s more, anyone finding a
cat can easily get it scanned at any vets or
animal welfare charity – if it’s ‘chipped’, it
could be happily reunited with its owner within
24 hours! □
Remember Chippy – please have your
cat microchipped instead of using
traditional cat collars.
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ST VALENTINE’S
STORY WITH A
DIFFERENCE...

CHICKEN ANYONE?
But not for eating...
‘What a lovely surprise’ thought one
NDAA volunteer when she found a
gaily-wrapped Christmas parcel on
her doorstep back in December.
Even more intriguing was the
attached note, which read ‘DO NOT
EAT PLEASE’...
When she took the mystery parcel indoors
and unwrapped it, the volunteer had an
even bigger shock. Inside, sat two
bedraggled, sad-looking cockerels – not
quite the Christmas present she’d hoped
for...
Diana was soon on the scene and took the
pair to our Special Care Unit. There they
were health-checked and found to be very
thin, cold and generally miserable. A heat
lamp and some good meals sorted this out
over the next few days until, by the arrival
of Christmas, their daily ‘carols’ resounded
throughout the building. By then named
Parsley and Thyme (below), the boys
provided amusement for the other patients –
as well as a new ‘care experience’ for the
volunteers.
Once Christmas (and all offers of a ‘home’,
for all the wrong reasons) had passed , it
was time to seek a new future for the two
cockerels. A chance phone call from freerange farmers Debbie and Simon Dawson
(seen below with the two cockerels) at
Lynton provided the perfect answer.
Coincidentally, 30 free-range hens just
happened to be looking for a couple of
husbands. As soon as the snow melted and
the weather was kinder, Diana took the pair
to the farm – and their idyllic new chaletstyle home in the woods with the resident
hens. Latest reports are that the rather
unusual weddings, though neither formal or
white, were very successful: Parsley settled
with 20 wives while Thyme was content
with 10. Who says arranged marriages
don’t work! □

It was supposed to be a rare
opportunity for Diana to get home
early (7 p.m.) after another winter
day in the freezing cold. But as she
neared home, the phone rang
again…

A WINTER
DAY’S TALE
In the latest of his quarterly days
out with the NDAA’s Diana
Lewis and the NDAA Animal
Ambulance, newsletter editor Al
Hidden braved December’s icy
conditions for another preChristmas look at the charity’s
day-to-day work.
When I arrive at the NDAA’s Misty
Unit, NDAA chairperson Pauline
Bussell and her son Tim are hard at
work de-icing paths, making their
morning rounds of the NDAA’s
rescued cats and rabbits, and helping a
potential rehomer choose a pair of cats
to replace two that died recently.
Diana has rung ahead and asked
Pauline to put some tinsel on the
NDAA’s new horse stable ready for a
photo-session with Jo-Jo and Tilly, the
new building’s equine occupants.
While we wait for Diana’s arrival,
Pauline proudly shows me the new
double stable, yet another example of
the wonderful facilities made possible
by supporters’ generous donations (see
‘A new home for the elderly’ on page
9).
Diana wears a long face when she
arrives in time for ‘a hot drink and the
loo’ before we head off for our first
call together. Her morning has already
been a traumati c on e, spent
comforting an elderly gentleman while
his aged pony was put to sleep after a
long illness, and then arranging for the
legal disposal of the animal. It’s a
regular part of animal rescue and
welfare work, but even after many
years and thousands of calls, dealing
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with the ‘tough stuff’ never gets easier
for North Devon’s own ‘animal
angel’.
‘I haven’t made any Christmas
arrangements yet’
Lashed by pouring rain and spray from
passing vehicles, we arrive at a remote
cottage to collect the first of several
unwanted guinea pigs that Diana will
be taking for neutering and rehoming
over the next few weeks. Back in the
warm cab of the ambulance, we have a
Déjà vu moment as, almost word for
word the same as the chat we had
during last December’s day out, Diana
tells me how, with less than 48 hours
to Christmas, she hasn’t made a single
preparation. As I did last year, I
quickly
remind Diana that the
NDAA’s supporters are sure to forgive
the absence of Christmas cards from
the Lewis household – they’d much
rather know that Diana is looking after
the county’s animals instead of sitting
before a roaring fire writing cards and
munching mince pies.
Special Care Unit goes from
strength to strength
Soon, we’ve crossed the misty, rainswept Taw estuary and arrive at
Market Vet s on Barnsta pl e’s
Pottington Industrial Estate. We
check-in with duty receptionist Jane
and her vet colleague Sam. Then I
watch as, like a magician pulling
rabbits from a hat, Diana hauls the
three guinea pigs from the thick hay in
their carrying cage so Sam can sex
them.

(Continued on page 5)
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It was HSBC Bank in Barnstaple and they’d
called to report ’a bit of a crisis’ and ask for
Diana’s urgent help. As Diana listened, she
learned how two ‘intruders’ were trapped in
the buildings, how the alarms would be set
off if the staff attempted to capture them,
and how the police wouldn’t be amused!
Why, Diana wondered, weren’t the police
already on the scene?
‘Bring a net” added the caller, ‘because we
can’t get them down.’ Only then did it dawn
on Diana that maybe these ‘intruders’ were
not masked gunmen – and so it transpired.
On arrival, Diana discovered how two little
pigeons had walked in unnoticed. Only after
the bank had closed (and the alarms were
set) were they spotted. Lengthy efforts by
staff, using towels and other makeshift
equipment, had failed to capture the birds –
which was why Diana had been summoned.
She pounced one last time

Armed with her large net, and helped by a
bank employee with a broom (to direct the
pigeons towards her, not concuss them), the
rescue attempt began. To the great
amusement of the staff, Diana proceeded to
make an exhibition of herself with her
hopeless efforts to net the pigeons. Then, in
a moment of inspired thinking, she decided
to plunge the whole area into darkness
before creeping up on the birds as they sat
side-by-side on a high ledge. After several
‘lights on, lights off’ attempts, she pounced
one last time and managed to net the pair.

A NEW HOME FOR
THE ELDERLY!
As many of you will remember
from the last issue, the story ‘First
Class Travellers’ featured Jo-Jo
and Tilly, the 27-year-old exracehorse and her little grey
companion pony.
We saved the inseparable duo from
sla ught er wh en their own er
emigrated to Australia (his plans for
rehoming them fell through just
before he was due to leave the UK).
It was quickly decided that the pair
would remain with the NDAA for the
rest of their lives due to their age and
other problems which made them
unsuitable for re-homing.
As winter approached, the NDAA
bought thick, warm rugs for Jo-Jo
and Tilly. Despite these, it quickly
became apparent that they would
need permanent stabling as well.
Unfortunately, due to the winter
stabling demands for several other
tiny ponies in the NDAA’s care, the
pair couldn’t continue to occupy the
stables they’d used since their rescue.
A committee meeting unanimously
decided to use some of a legacy from
our great supporter, David Bray, to
purchase stables.
Norman Hill, from ‘Small Jobs’ at
Winkleigh, visited and helped us
design stables with a partition that
enabled Jo-Jo and Tilly to interact
when stabled – while having separate
sleeping and eating quarters (Jo-Jo
tends to steal Tilly’s food if she can).

This meant they could see each other,
which was important as they are
inseparable and would panic if kept
apart.
Several weeks later the job was
complete and moving-in day arrived.
Once in their luxurious new quarters
both decided they didn’t particularly
want to come out, especially when
the snow came, even more so when
they, like all the other animals, found
their Christmas stockings full of
treats that were definitely worth
staying in for!
Several months later, Jo-Jo and Tilly
are safely with us for the rest of their
lives. It’s a great result, but one that
was only achieved because YOU, the
public, have been so consistently
generous. Thank you David for their
lovely home – we hope you can look
down and see the good you have
done.
(A plaque has now been put up over
the stable saying ‘Thank you DAVID
BRAY for our lovely home’.) □

To cheers from bank staff, the ‘HSBC Two’
were caged and taken to the ambulance.
‘Were they,’ asked the staff, ‘just a
romantic St Valentine’s couple looking for a
warm, cosy night of romance?’ Or perhaps,
as Diana suggested, a young married couple
trying to get a mortgage on a new home for
a forthcoming new family? Whatever the
truth, a newly-laid egg was found in their
snug cage the following day and the pair
look set to see the cold weather out in their
new quarters. □
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk
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Eight lives gone – but
Maxi’s home for Christmas
A decision to visit Barnstaple Liberal Club
one December evening by Justin, an
employee of Parkside Garage, was to be a
life-saving moment for Maxi the cat…

As Justin chatted with other regulars he
thought he could hear a cat mewing in the
background but was told ‘Oh, it’s outside
somewhere, it’s been doing that for about
two weeks’! Back in the club the
following evening, Justin heard the same
cry again. But this time it sounded weaker
and more desperate, so he decided to
investigate. With help from the staff they
traced the sound and to their horror found a
little black and white cat trapped in a cavity
wall where he had fallen from a height
between two buildings.
A weak, thin, dehydrated bundle
Justin and his pals began the rescue and
eventually extracted the cat. Late that
evening they called Diana Lewis who was
quickly on the scene and found Justin
cuddling a weak, thin, dehydrated bundle
of fur – Maxi. Once in the NDAA’s care,
the patient, now minus at least eight of his
nine lives, was transferred to our Special
Care Unit where he was put on a drip and
settled into intensive care due to being
hypothermic – hardly surprising as the
weather had been horrendous for weeks.

pigeons that had become incarcerated
there. (The area has now been secured to
avoid a repeat of the episode.)
A happy-ending for Christmas
Fortunately, there’s a heart-warming coda
to this story. With only days to go until
Christmas, the NDAA received a phone
call from someone asking if they could
visit the Special Care Unit to see the cat.
They’d seen Justin’s notices and wondered
whether it could possibly be their family
pet – by then missing for three weeks.
Lots of hugs and cuddles
When the caller arrived, Maxi (seen below
with veterinary nurse Yolanda) was sitting
on the examination table surrounded by
some of his presents. These were instantly
forgotten as he saw his family come
through the door. The crying and purring
was a joy for all of us as they were reunited. After lots more hugs and cuddles,
the forgotten presents and Maxi were
loaded into a cage ready for him to go
home for Christmas. We’re all left
wondering – will the fact that the Liberal
Club rescued him unduly influence his
future political preferences?
EDITOR’S NOTE: after Maxi’s rescue
was featured in the local Media, the story
was picked up and went national – not the
first time the charity’s work has put it on
the national stage. □

Surviving on dead pigeon carcases
While the NDAA cared for Maxi, Justin
spent hours putting up notices around
Barnstaple in the hope that Maxi’s owner
would see them and contact the NDAA.
As the days passed, Maxi got stronger and
was being spoilt silly by all our volunteers
– including receiving a Christmas stocking
as did all the SCU patients. However, with
no contact from an owner, it seemed more
and more likely that Maxi was just another
stray after all. His survival for an
estimated two weeks in the cavity was put
down to him living on the carcases of dead

Celebrate the first anniversary of the NDAA Special Care
Unit (the Nancy Sawyer Unit) with us
The NDAA invites you to celebrate the first anniversary of the opening of the Special Care
Unit at Market Veterinary Centre in Barnstaple. Please come and have a cup of tea and a
piece of birthday cake, then look around the unit and meet the current little residents.
The unit has been full for most of its first year, with a wide variety of animals ranging from
guinea pigs, rabbits, chickens and ducks to large dogs (some with puppies), kids and birds
of prey. There are always cats and kittens in residence due to the large numbers that are
handed over to us, the majority of which need neutering. There will definitely be plenty of
animals for you to spend time with; they’ll appreciate your attention very much.

SUNDAY 28 MARCH 2010: 2.00 P.M. to 4.00 P.M.
MARKET VETERINARY CENTRE
Riverside Road
Pottington, Barnstaple EX31 1QN
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PUPPIES GALORE!

(Continued from page 4)

Over Christmas our Special Care Unit
volunteers, including Leonie McColl (below),
enjoyed the delights of several litters of
puppies and lots of extra work, rewarded by
being entertained by the playful healthy
youngsters – and seeing the pups go to loving
new families.

Upstairs, in the NDAA’s new Special
Care Unit (SCU) the cages and intensive
care units are bedecked with Christmas
decorations and colourful Christmas
stockings generously given by the unit’s
volunteers. Nearly a year after its
opening, the SCU is going from strength
to strength as new manager Cherry
Durbin builds on the solid work done by
Julie Ovey to get the unit up and
running.

Last autumn Widget arrived
at the SCU, a chocolate
Dalmatian needing temporary
care whilst her owner was in
hospital. We quickly realised
that, not only was Widget
pregnant but also in urgent
need of an emergency Caesarean. The
operation proved very difficult, for Widget
had many unforeseen problems. As Market
Vets’ Charlotte and the team struggled to
deliver them, and Diana (between taking
photos) towelled the five tiny black and white
pups dry as they were brought into the world.
Unfortunately, another was stillborn and a
small, weak puppy with a cleft palate died
just after birth.
Mum and her pups were soon thriving. The
births meant more than eight weeks’ total
dedication by our volunteers as the pups
grew into vandals worthy of receiving ‘canine
ASBOs’. After six weeks, and with her
owner still in hospital, Widget and her family
were still with us – but Mum, now fed up with
her offspring, was spending only a few hours
with them each day. By mid-February, two
pups had wonderful homes: one with NDAA
volunteer Ian and his family, the other with
Cherry Durbin who manages the SCU. That
leaves three to be found secure, loving new
homes; they appear to resemble Spanielcross-Collie but, although Widget’s genes
are in them somewhere, the Dalmation
influence isn’t visible. All have sweet loving
natures and we await your calls on
07817 995751. □

RECOMMENDED
READING
For anyone
interested in self
sufficiency, a new
book by Exmoorbased Simon
Dawson (who kindly took in the two
cockerels mentioned elsewhere in this
issue), could be essential reading when
released in April. The Self-sufficiency
Bible is published by Watkins Publishing
and will cost £16.99 (hardback). Contact
the publisher on 0207 454 8532 for
details .or look out for it in our shops. □
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk

After an inspection of the patients and a
couple of Christmas chocolates from the
tin by the window, it’s time to hit the
road again so we cage the Birman cat
we’re taking back to its owner and carry
it out to the ambulance.
More phone calls
Fifteen minutes later and the Birman
fills its cage like a huge fluffy powder
puff as we brave the Braunton rain to
return it to its grateful owners and feline
companion. As the rain pelts down
outside, Diana advises on care of the
healing wound and instructs the owner to
call her if there’s a problem – even on
Christmas Day. Then, after exchanging
season’s greetings on the stairs of the
flat, we drive back through Barnstaple en
route for Westward Ho! where two more
cats await us – each with a story that, sad
enough at any time of the year, gains
added poignancy given that we’re so
close to Christmas. Diana explains how
one of the cats’ owners is an elderly lady
who is close to death – and how the other
belonged to a family that has just been
evicted from its home… Then the phone
rings again, with another call for
assistance that looks set to take us back
in the opposite direction: a duck with a
broken leg has been captured at a
caravan site near Ilfracombe…

winter clouds come before sunshine, it
takes sad events to highlight the
NDAA’s good work for the county’s
animals and the people associated with
them.
Duck rescue
The North Devon coast is bleak as we
approach the Mill Park Touring Site.
Diana has collected injured wild animals
from here before, and easily finds the
site, nestled in the woods near
Berrynarbor. Out of season the park is
quiet and for once in the year the humans
are outnumbered by the waddling
mallards that explore its ponds and
parking areas. It’s one of their number
that we’ve come to collect; since
breaking its leg the duck was being
bullied by its peers until quick thinking
site manager Alan Parkin captured it
with the help of his high visibility jacket.
After Alan shows us to the shed where
the bird is being kept, we’re joined by
site owner Andrew Hill and his young
daughter Shannon who tells us proudly
how she has entrusted her Christmas list
to her parents before joining her dad,
Diana and the safely caged duck for a
photograph (below) – while camera shy
Alan shuns publicity and gets back to
work.

climbs onto Exmoor towards a
wonderfully snowy landscape. After a
brief stop for pictures, we’re on our way
back to Market Vets in Barnstaple,
enjoying the distant hazy views of the
sea before descending through Bratton
Fleming and joining the tea-time traffic.
Later, with all the paperwork completed,
we climb into the ambulance under a
clear twilight sky and I ask Diana if we
can find some Christmas lights for a
seasonal photograph. As we approach
The Square, we both comment on the
apparent paucity of illuminated
decorations around Barnstaple. Is it just
in our imaginations or has recession
taken its toll on the usual bright
illuminations? As we crawl past the
bright blue Christmas tree I snap a
couple of pictures. Then we’re fighting
our way through the pre-Christmas
traffic, I’m looking forward to fish and
chips from The Whiddon Fryer, and
Diana is wondering what Christmas Day
will bring... □
Read the full article on the NDAA website:
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk

Back to Market Vets
Then, with Christmas wishes all around,
we pass the few over-wintering caravans
on the site and turn towards Combe
Martin. After leaving the coast and
following what Diana assures me is the
longest high street in England, the road

In safe hands
The weak sun bathes Westward Ho! as
we try to find the house with the two
cats. Spotting the number we’ve been
given, Diana parks the van and puts the
hazard lights on. Moments later, talking
to the custodian of the two felines, we
learn that the elderly owner of one cat
has just died – death, like eviction, is no
respecter of the Christmas season. ‘I just
hope,’ says Diana when we’re back in
the ambulance, ‘that both owners knew
their pets would be in safe hands.’
I remind Diana that, as snow-laden
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk
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that Christmas celebrations came
second to caring for the dogs in our
care. Our Special Care Unit was
overloaded too, so we had to erect
temporary dog cages to house overspill
– including a badly injured post-op cat
on Christmas Day. We also had to
move the two noisy abandoned
cockerels (see story on page 4) into our
isolation area to make room for a more
needy animal.

DIANA’S
REPORT
Christmas came and went almost
unnoticed by the NDAA team. Only
the cheery decorations and gift-filled
stockings hung on each cage in the
Special Care Unit reminded us of the
time of year. Pauline, Mick, Cherry
and I each covered a 14-hour day-shift
throughout our busiest Christmas ever.
Ignoring celebrations elsewhere, the
volunteers gave their time and their
love unstintingly, and without question,
to the little occupants of the cages and
pens. Not one of them hesitated over
their shift, they all put their love of the
animals first and for this dedication I
can find no adequate words of thanks –
but I think the looks from the animals
said it all.
All facilities packed to capacity

The Misty rehoming unit was full to
bursting with cats, kittens, rabbits and
guinea pigs.
I’d prefer to say that
most were strays, but I can’t. Sadly,
most were simply ‘unwanted’. It’s one
of the most awful words in our
logging-in book, yet one the most
frequent.
The dogs in particular
seemed to arrive by the dozen in the
weeks before Christmas. All were ‘no
longer wanted’; some were very
elderly and bewildered at being cast
out of their home due to their ‘family’
going away for Christmas, or visitors
who don’t like dogs coming to stay.
We had three cases where laying a new
carpet for Christmas was openly given
as a reason to hand over the family
dog. Our kennels and fosterers were
swamped and we sometimes had to put
two friendly dogs together in a kennel
designed for one. Chris and Julia
Steer, and our kennel staff, also found
6 NDAA Newsletter Spring 2010

Cherry was out walking the dogs at
7 a.m. each day, which meant that
unwrapping Christmas presents had to
be put off until much later. For many
weeks, the last walk and shift has
fallen, and continues to do so, on Mick
who goes to the SCU at 10 p.m. each
night. I dare anyone say that animal
welfare is just a case of feeding and
cuddling a few animals! Amy and Dan
were in almost every day checking
feeds and medications, whilst the rest
of the team cleaned cages – an
unending and non-glamorous task. To
all of them I can only say – ‘YOU’RE
GREAT!’.
Surf rescue at Croyde

The wildlife kept us busy too, with a
seal pup rescue on Boxing Day at
Croyde Bay. It was a freezing day
with lots of people walking off their
Christmas indulgences. Two young
men, surfers from Braunton, called to
say that a young pup was in great
distress. Not only was it being rolled to
and fro by a heavy sea, but it had grave
breathing difficulties too. Upon my
arrival the men offered to carry my
large Vari-Kennel a quarter-mile along
the bay – an offer that I quickly
accepted. The pup was indeed in
trouble; despite my dislike of the cold
and even greater dislike of cold water,

there was only one option – so in we went.
With the pup safely contained and moved
back to the ambulance I turned the heater on
full blast whilst offering eternal thanks to
two wonderful young men for helping. Next
came the 100-mile round trip to West Hatch
where the ‘little’ (18 kg) patient was
diagnosed with pneumonia, seal-pox and an
eye infection. I can now report that after
weeks of treatment she’s doing well and
will soon go to Gweek Seal Sanctuary.
Other winter challenges

The very cold winter has proved as
troublesome for wildlife as last year’s wet
summer. Birds especially have been very
hungry, struggling to keep their fragile little
bodies warm in exceptionally icy
conditions. I’m happy that so many people
I meet are very keen to provide food for
them in these hard conditions.
Another problem during the winter months
has been the increased number of elderly
people going into hospital and residential
care who face heartbreak at parting with a
beloved pet. Once again we’ve helped
rehome dogs and cats – almost always
elderly themselves – in loving but quiet
homes. This gives great peace of mind to
their previous owner and even greater joy to
the new owner.
Joy for North Devon people

An example was Gracie, a darling old
greyhound. Mrs Hosegood had recently lost
her dear old collie that had to be put to sleep
after a long illness. I homed him to her
years ago and she was devastated and lonely
without him. What’s more, her beloved cat
was sniffing and searching everywhere for
A Croyde Bay seal pup was amongst
dozens of recipients of NDAA care over
the winter

www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk

its friend. Cat and dog routinely curled up Helping women in refuge centres
under Mrs Hosegood’s duvet every night, Calls for help are increasing from
with one each side of her.
Women’s Refuge Services as women of
And then, unknown to Mrs Hosegood, all ages, not just the young, are held to
there was Gracie, recently bereft of her ransom and put off leaving violent
owner and very depressed in our Special relationships for fear of their beloved pet
Care Unit despite love and cuddles from being harmed if it’s left behind. So the
our volunteers. There was only one thing women often stay in terrifying
to do; Gracie was popped into the circumstances until the police insist on
ambulance and whisked over to Northam. moving them and their children to a place
of safety, usually miles away in a
After a quick word with Mrs Hosegood, different county. It’s then that the police
she half-heartedly agreed to ‘look at’ and social services request temporary
Gracie. One thing I’d forgotten was that help with the animals.
Quite
Mrs Hosegood’s front door was at the top understandably, the refuges, already
of a flight of open metal stairs. Gracie overflowing with humans, don’t have
looked up, as if to say ‘I don’t think my safe secure accommodation for animals
long spindly old legs can manage’ and until owners are rehoused.
then sat down very firmly. I sat down
beside her and told her about Mrs Yet, all too often, these women have
Hosegood’s beautiful warm sitting room already suffered appalling abuse and
and even cosier bed, together with all the don’t want to lose their pet. We’ve been
chicken and fresh beef treats that were able to offer temporary help due to the
regularly on the menu. As I spoke, Mrs kindness and generosity of our wonderful
Hosegood stood at the top of the stairs volunteers who’ve given unstinting love
calling ‘Gracie, it’s true’. At that, Gracie and patience to animals that are often as
bounded up the steps as if it was a traumatised as their owners. Again, the
carpeted slope, said hello to the cat and gratitude and happiness of both animal
followed it to the bedroom. Both jumped and owner when they’re re-united, and
onto the bed (see picture above), with a new start ahead of them, is all that
whereupon Mrs Hosegood burst into tears any of us need.
and described how that was exactly
where and how her recently departed dog Lights, cameras, action!
used to sleep – adding that ‘this is On a lighter note, I was accompanied by
a Sky One TV crew for a day back in
wonderful’!
January (picture above) . It was an
It was truly a match made in heaven for interesting experience and one that
all concerned. My regular calls from Mrs should lead to even more publicity for the
Hosegood are one of the joys in life that NDAA when the piece eventually goes to
remind us how we’re really making a air.
difference.
We’ll never change the
sadness and misery in the world, or even And finally, another big thank you to
locally, but there are lots of little (and everyone
sometimes large) creatures in North Now as we approach spring with all its
Devon who really are better for our attendant, if different problems, I must
charity being around.
say a big thank you for our wonderful
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk

facilities: our Special Care Unit is
almost one year old; my gratitude goes
to all the volunteers who help out so
wonderfully in the shops, with
rehoming, and with the animals’ day-today care; then there are the vets and vet
nurses who give us so much support
with their care of our little patients. And
of course there’s a special thank you to
you, the public, who keep us going
financially and with moral support.
Your smiles and words of thanks mean
so very much.

LUCKY SHIVER’S SAFE AND WARM
Found at a Valley of Rocks roadside beside
his dead mother, little Shiver is just one of
several orphaned kids we rescued during
February’s bad weather.
Plucked from certain death in the snow by a
caring member of the public, Shiver was
taken to Elizabeth Rodway, the grazier of
Valley of Rocks, who called Diana. Soon the
little goat was safe and warm beside Cherry
Durbin’s Rayburn – and well on her way to a
full recovery. □
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